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Abstract 
[Excerpt] The Steel Valley Authority was founded in 1986 after town hall meetings organized by the Tri-
State Conference on Steel demonstrated the need for a regional economic development organization. The 
SVA, modeled on the Tennessee Valley Authority, is a state-chartered agency with powers of eminent 
domain. 
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LRR FOCUS: Steel Valley Authority 
The Steel Valley Authority was founded in 1986 after town hall 
meetings organized by the Tri-State Conference on Steel demon-
strated the need for a regional economic development organiza-
tion. The SVA, modeled on the Tennessee Valley Authority, is a 
state-chartered agency with powers of eminent domain. 
As SVA founder Mike Stout explained in "Reindustrialization 
from the Ground Up" (LRR #9), the SVA was created "to give 
workers and communities a direct say in how capital should be 
invested in the Pittsburgh area. . . the power of eminent domain 
opens up the door to the political arena for working people and 
their allies in the communities and churches." This "public 
power" is used to prevent the destruction of a common g o o d -
jobs and factories. 
The Authority has consistently focused on direct intervention 
on behalf of workers and dislocated workers, along with the 
development of institutional vehicles to empow/er workers and 
prevent layoffs, such as the Pittsburgh Early Warning Network. 
Staffing capability includes financial and economic analysis, 
economic development, and financing. 
With its early eminent domain actions and leadership in lobby-
ing the state and federal governments for economic revitalization 
funds, the SVA is an instrument of the Commonwealth on the side 
of the people. 
and a public partnership that kept Clark Candy in the county in 
1985. "Too many unions agree to closures on the heels of mergers 
and acquisitions. They've got to fight back. I've been saying for 
a long time to our union and the labor movement that our strength 
lies with the community and churches," explains Papa. 
When Nabisco planned to shut down 650 Bakery jobs in 1982, 
the "Save Our Neighborhoods Action Coalition" (SNAC) was 
organized by the union, the Bloomfield-Garfield and East End 
neighborhood groups, and joined by the Tri-State Conference. 
SNAC made headlines through a smart corporate campaign which 
targeted Nabisco and interlocking bank directorships. Thousands 
of boycott pledge cards from local consumers and churches 
flooded Nabisco. SNAC won the campaign after a huge public rally 
when the late Mayor Richard Caligueri threatened an eminent 
domain action and boycott—"Not another Oreo will cross these 
lips"—which made national news. Papa recalls, "That's when 
Nabisco flew up the white flag". 
